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"IfI'm saddled with having to tell the truth

about all these people, I can t go explore

the areas that are interesting to me. Facts

are dull. Stories are interesting.

"

- Ken Kesey

"Y'know, sometimes I wonder —
does existence precede essence ?—
orwhat?"

- Cherry Poptart

FADE IN: AT THE PALACE
"How do I go about registering for the Six-

ties conference?" I ask the woman at the

U.C. Berkeley Extension office.

"You mail in your check and we send you

a receipt which you use to get in."

"The conference is this weekend, what if I

don't get the receipt in time?"

"Just tell the people at the door you

mailed in your check."

"You're sure that's all I have to do?"

"Yes."

Bingo. My Id murmurs a simultaneous

translation: "Oh, you don't have to pay the

$75 admission, just tell them the check is in

the mail. Wink. Wink." The oldest trick in

the book. I certainly expected that a higher

level of subterfuge would be needed to slip

into line at this psychedelic smorgasbord.

The U.C. Berkeley Extension is advertising

Abbie Hoffman for Christ's sake, the man
who li-terally wrote the book on fucking

over Government, Big Business, and Bu-

reaucracy; surely they'd be on guard

against clandestine conferees? I slide

through University Customs as easily as

Jean Genet on K-Y Jelly and am given a re-

ceipt for $75 bearing an approximation of

my name and telephone number.

The animated hum of a rock concert is in

the air at the Palace of Fine Arts. The desire

to see my idols commingles with the dread

that not only their feet, but their minds as

well, may be made of clay. I stoically pass

booksellers' tables piled high with copies of

Albert Hofmann's LSD: My Problem

Child, Marty Lee's Acid Dreams: The CIA,

LSD and the Sixties Rebellion, and other

psychedelic erotica and queue up by the as-

yet-unopened doors with the resolution oi

Gandhi abstaining from his naked sleeping

nymphs to recharge his chakric batteries. I

am freshly arrived from a small town in the

Midwest where I assume such an unprovoc-

ative posture that I go out of town to buy

books like these. My neurons lust for these

"De la vaporisation et de la

centralisation du Moi.
Tout est

little packets of possibly illuminating mat-

ter; it can't be helped, they discharge in

anticipation, but in a restrained way, a sort

of Mature Ejaculation of neurotransmitters.

I intone the mantra, "I will get a seat in the

front. I will get a seat in the front. .

." The

doors open and no one runs. No Grateful

Dead concert, this. With great restraint I

walk to the front. I'm here to photograph

the speakers. A "personal photography"

project, i.e., I'm not being paid for it.

What will I do with the photos? I don't

know, perhaps I'll make devotional aids

from them — scapulars, icons, 3-D post-

cards. There is supposed to be a spiritual

aspect to creating a work without remunera-

tion. A type of transsubstantiation takes

place: the camera becomes a pyx wherein

the wafer of celluloid, transluced, becomes

Art. I envision Leary as high priest, his al-

tar-ego passing along the rows of conferee

communicants placing psychoactive pho-

to-booth-size pictures of Ken Kesey on the

tongues of aspirants to True Understanding

of the Sixties. No, I have not premeditated

myself for the event. I stake out my territory

and repair to the foyer for a d< >se < >t one of

my favorite enhancers — coffee.

Here and there I spy a look of vulnerable

expectation, a hopeful searching look from

an obviously psychedelicized Seeker yearn-

ing for a Knowing Glint in the eyes of his
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Tom Robbins: The sixties constituted a break-

through, a fleeting moment of glory, a time

when a significant little chunk of humanity

quickly realized its world potential and flirted

with its neurological destiny.
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Ken Kesey: When I first started taking these

drugs, it was the government and the CIA who
gave them to us. You want to know why I be-

lieve in Cod:'' That's why. Cod has a sense of

humoi God says "Americans are really seized

up in their lower bowels, needing something to

ooze them up. Cod thought, "let the CIA give

n to them." When you get that feeling some-

thing's laughing, that's Cod.

fellows or, perhaps, a whiff of the wild fra-

grant Sixties still borne on this air-

conditioned breeze. Obviously $75 was

quite a sum for some to drop on this event.

I join the line at the refreshment table.

I'm rapidly closing in on Balzac's 50,000

cup lifetime-caffeine-intake record. I catch

myself before Pavlov-doggedly saying

"double-espresso" and, reconsidering,

bark "large regular coffee, please." I imme-

diately wonder at my action. I have plenty

of money in my pocket (including the su-

perfluous $75)...Wait! I see what I'm doing.

I'm showing solidarity with those of the

post-Sixties generation who found them-

selves of age in the sclerotic Seventies when

the Cosmic Juices were thrombosed, hav-

ing seemingly missed all the good con-

certs, versus the espresso-drinking sport-

jacketed deck-shoed Beemer-driving coun-

try-clubbed semiconscious Xerox copies

(losing quality in successive generations) of

their parents, who can painlessly squander

seventy-five bucks for an Authorized Ver-

sion of their own past, who were present at

the major happenings but were as inert and

unimpressionable as Noble Gases, who
want it on videocassette to play on VCRs

some evening when not clutching their joy-

sticks in onanistic frenzy, blasting, with pat-

riotic fervor, anything alien to themselves.

LSD AND HEGEL
Yes, I'm here on a "personal" photogra-

phy project. Before now I made "personal

films," a term I picked up from the avant-

garde filmmaker J. J. Murphy. It covers any

manner of cinematic license taken in the

name of self-exploration. This type of film

is composed with images so specific, so

personally cathected that it seems miracu-

lous that anyone other than the filmmaker

can extract significance from them or,

rather, create significance with them; yet,

the further the film goes in, the more par-

ticular it gets, the more it becomes a mirror

for the viewer. The universal is there and,

yet, in a modified sense, still the personal:

Baudelaire's "De la vaporisation et de la

centralisation du Moi. Tout est la. " Analo-

,



gously, with LSD, thousands erase the

sharply defined edges of egos, blur into a

Bacchantic ball of bliss, and later return to

their particularized embodiments. They

participate in the drug-assisted dialectic of

individual thesis, universal antithesis, indi-

vidual/universal synthesis, They become

HallucinoHegelians. Now, theoretically,

the more personal this Sixties Conference

story gets, if it goes in sufficiently far, it may

tell us something about the whole event. We
go down this rabbit-hole and, trust me, we
come out on the other side. So... hold my
hand as I drift back into the theater, shoul-

dering the canvas bag casually stuffed with

Leica cameras and lenses, the most expen-

sive glass in the world, as secretly pleased

as a Hasid with a bindle of D-grade stones,

and take a seat.

Benjamin Spock sits a few feet away, a

man who had more of a formative influence

on the people in this room than any one

other person. "When the baby's hungry,

feed him." There is no longer a standard-

ized baby, but rather an individualized

baby who is given personal attention. The

baby knows its own requirements.

Abbie Hoffman, the opening act here,

has exhorted individuals to ju-jitsu (or even

nonviolently aikido) the collective halluci-

nation known as the Government, to act ac-

cording to personally held political belief,

with imagination and humor. He's still

doing it.

Timothy Leary's acronymic credo is

"TFYQA" (Think For Yourself, Question

Authority), the Apostate's Creed. Indeed,

the only thing the speakers here have in

common is their unabashed and unrepen-

tent individuality. Being so solidly them-

selves they have, through some Idiosyn-

chronicity, become emblematic of an en-

tire culture.

DISSOLVE

It's the second day of the conference now

and I'm despairing of having any personal

epiphany. Intellectual box-lunches are pre-

pared to munch on. Portion-controlled

dishes are discreetly presented: appetizer

of Peace Movement, entree of Woman's

Movement, side dish ot Sixties Literature

and Philosophy, dessert of Sixties Music.

I've eaten enough Mimi Farina, I have a vi-

cious case of Intellectual Pica and need

something earthier.

We sit quietly, docile, letting ourselves be

entertained by stage acts for which we

...it was a holistic blender
drink, a Gestalt Frappe,

a Synaesthetic Slurpee...

(some of us) have paid good money. What

was the cover-charge for the First Human
Be-in? What do people remember from it

— the headliners or their own exquisite sa-

voring of sensory inundation and undula-

tion? Things weren't served up on molded

plastic plates with partitions to keep one

thing from sliding into another — it was a

holistic blender drink, a Gestalt Frappe, a

Synaesthetic Slurpee — Kool-Aid and bal-

loons and beads and dogs and children

and incense and day-glo and sitars amid

lovely waves of bliss on the sexual beach,

frothing around in a Corporeal Pheremo-

niacal Pharmacornucopeia...

I sit among people with tape recorders,

notebooks, press packets, rapt in chromi-

um dioxide, fearing they'll forget some-

thing. Who, during the 60's, was worried

about forgetting things or selves? As Grace

Slick said, Anyone who can remember the

Sixties wasn't there." I stare, abject and list-

less, at the $10,000 worth of cold German

glass eyes staring back at me. I've stopped

taking photographs.

Up to me now trips a long-blonde-haired

twentyish girl with bangs and octagonal

spectacles, with a breathless eagerness and

midi-length gauze skirt and black leather

shoes with straps wrapped round the ankles

in Attic-Greek-Groves-of-Academe-style.

Alas, poor child, Socrates would have fa-
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Abbie Hoffman: The student activists now are

much more suspicious and paranoid about con-

spiracies. For example, when us 60's veterans

see William Casey get a brain tumor two days

before he's to testify, we think in terms of the

CIA neutralizing him. I tell this to the kids and

they say "Abbie... that's way off. The whole

thing's rigged! The Doctors, the hospitals, the

papers. He's got no brain tumor at all!"

Dr. Benjamin Spock: I've been accused of cor-

rupting an entire generation. They corrupted

me!

vored your brother. "Are you interested in

Science Fiction or Neo-Psychedelia?"

"The latter more than the former."

She turns and trips back with delicately-

executed quick well-modulated tiny hops

and springs the few steps to her compan-

ion, a tousled-looking specimen in a sport-

coat from whom she grabs a magazine and

to whom she breathes, "He's interested in

Neo-Psychedelia!" in a manner which car-

ries the Eureka: "We've got a live one!" She

slips into my hands an oversized magazine,

its cover a hand-tinted photo of two chil-

dren dancing with abandon and ukeleles on

a Navaho rug and an inversion of the same

photo. She also hands me a flier for an

event. The magazine is none other than Is-

sue #3 of High Frontiers and the event a

High Frontiers Monthly Forum featuring

mathematician/cyberpunk writer Rudy

Rucker. This comely lass who peers intently

at me through glasses resting on the lower

portion of her nose, from under a thatch of

bangs, who reminds me somewhat of the

Cowardly Lion, and her compatriot who
has the dishevelled lucid air of a page of il-

luminated manuscript which, wadded up

for package-filler, maculate with mead and

monk perspiration, has been smoothed out

with sudden recognition of its value, are

none other than Queen Mu and her consort

R. U. Sirius, the Shakti and Shiva of Neuro-

tech Publishing, the Isis and Osiris of Neo-

psychopharmacolingual studies, haut-

chefs of Cunnilinguini. .

.

"What is your interest in or experience

with psychedelics?" Mu inquires. Ah, the

perfect excuse for a FLASHBACK. . . Here I

am in white lab coat and hiking boots walk-

ing down a terrazzo Veneziano corridor in

the Department of Psychiatry with a rack of

test tubes filled with the blood of autistic

children (a fastidiously specialized and

perverse vampire), deep within the laby-

rinthine recesses of Billings Hospital at the

University of Chicago. Having found the

door to my, that is, Dr. D.X. Freedman's

lab, I search for the key in my pocket, feel-

ing like a particularly intelligent rat, pne
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with a brain of greater-than-average mass

and complexity, having mastered this maze

quickly. My pleasure center is activated...

Oops, I haven't flashed back far enough . .

.

FLASH. . . Holding a copy of Research in

Progress in the Biological Sciences, I turn

to the section on Psychiatry. The first entry

describes research carried on by Daniel X.

Freedman. Freedman's name is familiar to

me from my reading; he gave intensive

psychiatric interviews to heavy users of LSD

and reported that there was no evidence of

functional brain damage... although he did

report that a certain paranoia-like quality

was often present: the users feel there is a

conspiracy going on, but one operating for

the good. Synchronous City... I've been

there myselves. I now discover that Freed-

man isn't a renegade but the Chairman of

the Department of Psychiatry at the Univer-

sity of Chicago, Editor-in-Chief of the Ar-

chives of General Psychiatry, editor of the

American Handbook of Psychiatry, and a

member of the Governing Boards of the

FDA and NIMH. His main interest is brain

chemistry and the action of neurotransmit-

ters. This is the man to talk to about an in-

dependent research project. I wonder, do

you suppose he 's taken LSD? What delicious

irony if the head of stodgy Institutionalized

Sanity is turned-on. Is this merely some Ca-

ligariesque fantasy?

Independent study is encouraged at the

U. of Chicago. If you can get someone to

sponsor you, you can do any kind of study;

any type of liaison between consenting

scholars is tolerated, any sort of profligacy

is condoned in this atmosphere of intellec-

tual promiscuity. I am engaged in constant

neuronal foreplay and ithyphallic ideation,

am saturated with synaptic sexuality, sizing

someone up with, "What a set of frontal

lobes!" or "I'd like to slide between those

hemispheres!" Ahem. I have a certain flair

for this sort of intellectual masquerade and

the Department of Biological Sciences has

miraculously given me carte-blanche to set

up a research project.

It is the middle of January. I sit in the

ante-ante room (if you're important

enough they up the ante) of D. X. Freed-

man's office wearing loden coat, cashmere

scarf, and an expression of unwonted lucid-

ity. D. X. emerges from his office, a slight,

deeply-tanned man in corduroys and an al-

ligator shin. He looks at me, smiles, ex

changes a few words with his henchmen.

"What a set of frontal lobes!

I'd like to slide between
those hemispheres!"

and says to me, "You'd better come in now
if you want to talk to me today. I hope you

don't mind if I take some phone calls while

we're together.'

"No, not at all." I reply, thankful he's not

charging me by the minute.

D.X. takes a call: "I have to give a presen-

tation on LSD next week... FDA... mumble,

mumble, mumble..." After the phone call,

D.X. motions me into a seat close to his

and asks me about myself.

I quickly sketch a checkered and cross-

hatched career. "Ah, a child of the 70's

trying to be a child of the 60's."

During this chat, which is not without inti-

mations of a psychiatric interview or case

study compilation, I'm losing no time in

making notes of my own: the large-capacity

Mr. Coffee machine and the cigarettes D.

X. is smoking the entire time I'm with him.

He imbibes drugs continuously. He floats

in a womb of books on psychotropic drugs.

When he first emerged from his office he-

appeared as stress-free and fluid-moving as

if he'd spent the preceding week on the

beach on an almost-Virgin Island and had

been freshly Rolled on top of it. He glowed

Now these signs may not be directly com-

pared lo those exhibited by a Laguna surfer

in communion with the Cosmos. It would

be like comparing guavas and kumquats.

What is needed is a Universal Stan
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Betty Friedan: In Judaism, there's the idea that

you have to keep renewing the covenant. When
the covenant had gotten too corrupted, Moses

had to break the Tablet and had to write the

testimony again for himself. That's what the

80's generation has to do. You can't go back.

You have to do it for yourselves

Tim Leary: We've got to be smarter than the

institutions. The smart individual, thinking for

his self or her self, is smarter that the commit-

tee.

dard...Ah! What better? Albert Hofmann is

a gentleman of similar caste and noetic

breeding. I haven't met him yet but I have

anecdotal evidence from friends which sug-

gests one of the symptoms of psychedelic

enlightenment. "He looks like a Swiss bank-

er, but with a certain... Twinkle" says one

of my sources. Another relates, "He was up

early in the morning tapping at my door,

crooning softly, 'Are you awake, my dear?'

On the way to breakfast he was whistling with

brisk childlike abandon." (This on the

morning after my informant turned Hof-

mann on to one of the not new, but newly

appreciated, and newly outlawed, empa-

thogens.) Uncoached, this same source de-

scribed him as having "a sort of twinkle."

Ah, how to distinguish between robust

mental health, and its coincident affect,

and potentiated, catalyzed consciousness?

Whence springs the Twinkle? Is LSD a sort

of Windex for the windows of the soul?

Would Blake now say, "If the doors of per-

ception were cleansed, everything would be

seen as it is, infinite, with a lemon-fresh

scent?" This requires further investigation.

D.X. runs through a list of his associates

in the Department of Psychiatry with whom
I might set up a research project as I scratch

notes on from the desk of... stationery. He

concludes with his own laboratory. He is

struck by an idea, "Raksha, the lab techni-

cian, is a Buddhist and refuses to decapitate

the rats, perhaps you..." I immediately as-

sure him that if it were a question whether

I'd be an executioner in the service of the

Neuronal Revolution or no, I am a practic-

ing Jain who peels his morning banana with

sealed lips so as not to inadvertently in-

hale, and sacrifice the life of, a fruitfly, or

at least, spoil its day. No, I cannot see my-

self guillotining rodents. We conclude at

this point and D.X. walks me through his

office, his ante-rooms, and the hallway

outside his office with his arm around my
neck. "When you talk to these people, tell

them I sent you."

D.X. has a sense of humor. I meaningful-

ly marched the Haight-Ashbury semiotic

ll (.us [NTO 90
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street sign past him, one which connotes an

intersection of motivations off the merely

academic roadmap. He has, nonetheless,

turned me loose in a major psychotropic

drug research facility. I feel as if something

akin to turning the FDA over to one of the

Furry Freak Brothers has just occurred. He,

at the end of the Darshan, imparted a pow-

erful mantra. As soon as "D. X. Freedman

sent me" passes my lips, permission slips

are signed by hardnosed bureaucrats, red

tape cut with ceremonial shears. What took

place was the empowerment ceremony

known as Gurukrpa (gum's grace), which

occurs more as a function of the disciple's

devotion and readiness for illumination

than any merit he may have accumulated.

Challenged, I can now intone, "Do not

fear, I am one of the pupils of Daniel X.

Freedman, a bit dilated, perhaps..."

My own interest lies in the interstices of

body and mind — the area of Biopsycholo-

gy. Biochemophysiobehavioral phenome-

na provide the axes of investigation. There

are so-called "mental" phenomena asso-

ciated with neurochemical activity, but

those are better left to poets; behavioral

scientists are typically poor rhapsodists.

The correlation between brain activity and

mentation may be epitomized by the con-

verse of the pithy Pythagorean paradigm,

"As above, so below." The modern Doc-

trine of Signatures is: "As below, so

above." When a cryptopsychopharmacol-

ogist tweaks a promising molecule into

something alluring enough to float flirta-

tiously past the guards at the Blood-Brain

Border Crossing with promises of a good

time, when an alchemoPygmalion fashions

an ivory-skinned Galatean neuronymphette

with indole rings on her fingers, a eu-

morphic synaptic siren which mimics a

neurotransmitter's action, or alters its lev-

els, there is almost assuredly an alteration

in "consciousness."

I'm tipped off when volunteers are need-

ed for drug studies. Marian Fishman, noted

cocaine researcher, who herself smoked

cannabis for science in her student days,

doesn't advertise lor volunteers, not want-

ing to be mobbed with candidates, but the

word is, "She's doing a study where the sub-

jects are hospitalized tor two weeks and al-

lowed to consume as much prescription co-

caine as they want, intravenously or intra-

nasally, under close medical supervision.

You're given a very thorough physical ex-

. satin-trousered temptresses lazing

on divans, wearing dark glasses,

sipping hummingbird nectar

from diamond demi-tasses...

animation first. You may be asked endless

questions. You can schedule the session for

a vacation period." I could use a physical

and, unlike most Chicagoans, I look for-

ward to a blizzard during Spring Break.

I report for duty in the Cocaine Cadre at

Fishman's office wearing my official Dept.

of Psychiatry-issue lab coat. A willowy

woman in loosely-woven skirt and filmy

blouse is in conversation with Fishman.

She. I had never known who she was. Many

times Fd followed the swish and sway of her

hips as I made my way to the Cold Room to

centrifuge homogenized rat brain for bio-

assay. I would clutch my rodent hemi-
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Deirdre English: The new right is the direct heir

of the organizing of the new left. The right bor-

rows our kind of language. Even Ollie North's

attempt to portray the Contras as freedom figh-

ters is an attempt to rip off the emotional ap-

peal of some of the things that mobilized peo-

ple in the 60's.

Abbie Hoffman: When I went over to France

(recently), Andre' Glucksman, a neo-anything

philosopher, said "do you know what you ac-

complished? You added the idea to revolution-

ary theory that revolution could be fun. Only
.someone as silly as an American could do that,

spheres with high school awkwardness, hor-

mones surging. O my Helen, my eyes are

cast about on your Iliac crests; I, along with

the 999, am about to launch... Coming to

myself, I find Fishman casting me a dog-

with-cocked-head look. I explain myself:

"Ron P. told me you need volunteers for

your study and I think I qualify..." "You've

injected cocaine at least once a day for the

past year?" She is curt: daily IV drug users

are the only subjects she currently needs.

My tipster will hear about this. "I'm doing a

study you might be interested in," my Hip-

polyta rings in, "I'm gathering subjects' re-

sponses to various doses of tranquilizers."

Fishman is on the far shore as I drift down

the hall, my Psyche's words lapping over

me as she gives me the details. .

.

FLASHOUT
... A simple act of kindness: Queen Mu gave

me her curious magazine and this gesture

enhances my enjoyment as much as a tab of

acid given freely at the First Human Be-in

helped color the experience and ensure en-

theogenation... Oops: look out —
FLASHFORWARD

Queen Mu is the chatelaine of Quail House,

her lair high in the Berkeley Hills. It has

something of the air of a Taoist monastery,

situated in a niche of great natural beauty

and serving as a place of rest or waystation

for world-weary consciousness pilgrims. A
Cosmic Bed-and-Breakfast. Queen Mu is

the Sylvia Beach of the East Bay who puts

up (and puts up with) writers, medicine

men, and consciousness explorers and

nourishes them with exotic conversation

and beet juice as well as doses of oat bran in

their porridge to increase their output. Her

vocabulary is a Websterian Elysium harbor-

ing satin-trousered temptresses lazing on

divans, wearing dark glasses, sipping hum-

mingbird nectar from diamond demi-

tasses, pouting lips close to the snaking

hose of a hubble-bubble, inviting you in

silken whisper to explore their etymology,

to live in syntax with them. As one of Ana'is

Nin's greatest gifts was the art of creating an

environment conducive to creativity, her
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own as well as her friends', so Queen Mu
serves the creative community as an Anais

Ninja guarding them from the Boeotians.

R. U. Sirius, Rock-and-Roller, High-

Performance Artist, and editor of High

Frontiers is synonymous with Mutation. He
grew up in Binghamton, New York, and is

exactly what anyone would expect of a kid

whose neighbor was Rod Serling. Every

time I see him. French-police-siren-like

notes sound in my head and I stand on the

Astroturf welcome mat of the Twilight

Zone. I'm faced with determining whether

it is truly R. U. or merely a holographic

projection in my mind; have I had enough

coffee to detect an alias from an alien? He
enters my consciousness like a virus inject-

ing its genetic material into my brain, trick-

ing my cells into a reverse-transcriptase

replication of future-evolutionary traits. He

is the incarnation of the New Phage. Talking

with him is as refreshing as a dip in the

community gene-pool. .

.

Mu brings me out of my expatiatory

trance with a gentle touch on my arm.

"Let's move down to the front", Mu says,

indicating the row of seats reserved for the

speakers. Mu, R.U., the photographer Pe-

ter Booth Lee. and I execute the half-

crouched trot seen in WWII movies when

soldiers move into disputed territory. I'm

now at conversational distance from Tom
Robbins. Ken Kesey. and the moderator, a

man with a name similar to Rod McKuen.

The
SAN FRANCISCO

ORACLE
Facsimile Edition

Edited and With an

Introduction by
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Tom Robbins: I think it needs to be estab-

lished firmly, flatly, and finally that what we
called the sixties would never have happened

had it not been for psychedelic drugs. To talk

about the sixties without talking about psyche-

delics, as the media has been doing for over a

decade, is to be guilty of the most dishonest

sort of revisionism. A conference on the sixties

that de-emphasizes the contribution of psyche-

delics is akin to a conference on cheeseburgers

that de-emphasizes the contribution of cows.

Ken Kesey: We're gettin' ready to fire up an-

other punch.

who are slated to discuss 60's Literature;

more precisely, to shoot the breeze, swap a

few stories. They sit on folding canvas deck

chairs. A back porch watching-the-sun-go-

down philosophizing ambience.

Kesey proclaims the value of gifted liars,

"like Tim Leary. We're up to our nose in

facts. We want Story... we need Story."

Tom Robbins adds, "Art is nothing but a

lie which is told as a way of getting to the

truth."

Kesey, as if talking to a few friends he's

had over for supper, starts telling a joke he

heard a few years ago about Quasimodo.

He then relates a recently heard continua-

tion of the same joke. "What I'm doing now
is waiting for the third part." He is deliver-

ing a parable on the 60's. "The joke isn't

dead just because it's over. It's still going

on."

The final panel discussion brings Tim

Leary, Betty Friedan, Deirdre English, and

Peter Carroll to the stage with Robbins and

Kesey. This Babelogue most nearly ap-

proaches the exquisite dissonant savor of

the 60's decade itself. In an effort to sum

things up, the talk switches to more general-

ized and abstract musings. Leary breaks

into Deirdre English's summation, in

which she uses the word "we", like a thun-

derclap: "Who are you to say that for me?

...You're speaking for yourself? O.K. That's

all I ask. You make me nervous when you

talk about things being bigger than the indi-

vidual human being." Deirdre English,

composing herself after the startle, says,

"We are now right on the dichotomy of the

60's. This is what the tension of the 60's was

all about: the dialectic between the individ-

ual and the mass. There is no dichotomy;

we're making a false polarity. There is no

pure individual; the group is inside the in-

dividual. To think dialectically is crucial.

The individual is in the group and the group

is in the individual. To go in either direc-

tion... will lead you to doctrinaire dead

ends."

Someone offstage signals to Leary to look

at his watch. Leary jumps up, goes over to
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Betty Friedan, grabs her by the hand, and

says, "We have a plane to catch." Leary,

who had been the voice ot personal con-

sciousness, and Friedan, who spoke mostly

of social and political realities, walk off the

stage arm-in-arm, the Dialectic Duo, a

perfect Sixties Synthesis,

DISSOL \ /

Mu sits with erect precision at her marble-

topped editing table, wearing her black

sackcloth habit. She has gathered round

her her phraseological familiars: un-

abridged Webster's, the venerable multi-

volumed Century Dictionary and Cyclope-

dia, and enough volumes of vermiculated

polyglottal parsing paraphernalia to do a

revision of the OED. Her red pen is poised

in scrubbed hand. She is ready to remove,

with surgical sagesse, any infelicities in my
article, leaving only a fine red line where

once a tumorous twist of phrase fulminated.

She has barely begun palpating my cor-

pus, laid out on cold examining table,

when the sacred atmosphere is skewered by

a shriek . .

.

"What have you clone?" In a state of con-

fused guilt, I start silently counting my sins

on sweaty fingers. "My last confession was

in third grade..."

"No. No. Not now. I mean this." She

points to my Mu and R.U. sketches. "This is

unauthorized." She examines the rest of the

article.

"What is this? What does it mean?"

"Uh, maybe it's the drugs and... and...

I've had a fever..."

"To the iris beds! It's too late now. It's in-

operable. The only exculpation is exhuma-

tion. You will turn the soil, compost-

haste!"

So, clear reader. I find myself up to the

ankles in premium aged horseshit...

FREEZE FRAME

[Special thanks to my attending metaphysi-

cian, Doktor Asclepia Dharmabottom

Jude Milium, for biopsying and culturing

this piecefrom an in-utero neopsychedelic

roman a clef. — M.R.I Q
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